HRM 37:533:321:01
Professor Charles H. Fay
Livingston Classroom Building
Room 102
Voice: 848-445-5831
Fax: 848-445-2830

Special Topic: Benefits
Spring 2013
Mon – Thurs
10:20 – 11:40 AM
e-mail: cfay@smlr.rutgers.edu

Office Hours, 200B, Janice Levin Building
Monday, 9:00 AM – 10:00 AM
Tuesday, 10:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Thursday, 9:00 AM – 10:00 AM
Other times by appointment
TA’s:
Vishnu Menon
Jennifer Chiu
vishnu10@eden.rutgers.edu
jenchiu@scarletmail.rutgers.edu
Office Hours:
Monday 3-4
Wednesday 3-4
Thursday 3:30 – 4:30
Thursday 3:30 – 4:30
_________________________________________________________________
Texts: There is no purchased text for this class. Chapters from EBRI’s Fundamentals of
Benefits and other materials have been posted under Resources on Sakai and you are
responsible for these, both in terms of questions during class and the examinations.
Course Description:
Employee benefits are complex, expensive, and politically contentious. The first goal of
this class is to have you understand how benefits actually work. If, for example, an
organization decides to provide some sort of retirement income to its employees, what
are its choices? What are the positives and negatives of each choice for the
organization? For the covered employees? Understanding benefits strategy, legal
requirements covering benefits, and employee demographics provides a context for the
organization’s employee benefits choices.
We will also examine many public policy issues such the role of the organization, various
government units, and employees themselves in providing pensions, healthcare and
other employee benefits. Much of the political policy discourse over the last several
years has focused on benefits issues, and this course should provide the background so
you may decide for yourself which proposals are reasonable and whether proposed
“fixes” are likely to change the situation.
The course relies on a base of employment law, tax law, psychology, management, and
economics.
Readings: A set of articles from Fundamentals of Employee Benefits, produced by Employee
Benefits Research Institute, are posted online. Assignments are listed on the schedule at
the end of the syllabus.
Attendance: Attendance will not be taken in class. However, there will be some exercises that
take place in class and those not participating will lose points on the participation score.
Similarly, I will ask questions of specific individuals chosen randomly from the student
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roster and those not there to answer will similarly lose points on the participation score.
Randomization will be “with replacement” so that an individual may be called on more
than once in a class period.
Examinations: There will be three non-cumulative examinations as noted on the course
schedule. Each exam will cover approximately one-third of the course material. Each
examination will be worth 20% of the course grade. Sample exam questions will be
posted on Sakai before the first examination.
Make-up policy: An examination grade of “0” will be assigned to any student who is
absent without a legitimate excuse on the date of a regularly scheduled test. Legitimate
excuses include illness (verified by a note from a doctor), inclement weather (only when
the Rutgers Information Service (848-932-INFO) indicates that Rutgers is closed,
scheduled, religious holidays, or when the instructor emails the class announcing class
is suspended) or other dire circumstances such as a death in the family.
Students with learning disabilities should present a statement to that effect with
appropriate documentation as early in the semester as possible, but certainly prior to the
first midterm examination.
A makeup exam will be held at a time convenient to the instructor when all students
needing to take the makeup can be present. An examination cancelled by the instructor
will be held at the next regularly scheduled class period.

Exercises. Six exercises are to be done out of class and turned in via the DropBox on Sakai on
the date indicated on the syllabus. The exercises are posted on Sakai. Each exercise is
worth 5 points. Exercises not turned in on the due date without a valid excuse
(Legitimate excuses include illness (verified by a note from a doctor), inclement weather
(only when the Rutgers Information Service (848-932-INFO) indicates that Rutgers is
closed), scheduled religious holidays, or when the instructor emails the class
announcing class is suspended or other dire circumstances (such as a death in the
family) will receive no points.
Participation: Everyone starts the class with 10 points of score for participation. Points can be
lost for not being present when called on in class and for egregious classroom conduct
(as described below).

Grading: Grades will consist of the following components:
Examination 1
Examination 2
Examination 3
Exercise 1
Exercise 2
Exercise 3
Exercise 4
Exercise 5
Exercise 6
Participation

20%
20%
20%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
10%
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Each examination will earn a grade of 0 to 100. Grades on the three examinations will be
adjusted to account for 20% of the course score when calculating the final score for the
course.
Academic Honesty: The rights of students will be protected to insure that test scores are
related to competence in the subject matter. Therefore, all examinations will be carefully
proctored. If cheating is detected, it will be prosecuted to the limit allowed by University
policies.
Lecture Notes: The PowerPoint slides for the lectures will be posted on the course’s Sakai
website.
Classroom Conduct: Otherwise polite students are apt to behave in an uncivil manner when
taking courses that are offered in large classes. The reasons for their transformation
include that the probability is low that their behavior will be noticed by the instructor and that
the opportunity exists to physically remove oneself from the proceedings by sitting a
substantial distance from the presenter. Years of increasingly unpleasant classroom
experience have suggested the practicality of preparing and enforcing a set of rules that will
help to avoid student incivility. The following are NOT permitted in class:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

cell phones, pagers, and text messaging devices. These should be turned off and
put away OUT OF SIGHT.
laptop computers (except when used for taking notes)
napping
chit-chatting with your seat neighbors
reading the newspaper (includes working puzzles contained therein)
studying or doing homework for other courses
arriving at class late on a consistent basis
leaving class early on a consistent basis

When you are doing any of these things it is hard to argue you are participating in the
class, and points will be deducted from your Participation score.
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